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EDITOR’S NOTE
Spring is in the air and so are the latest
designs that we saw on New York Fashion
Week’s runways last fall. Modern times
require us to look ahead to prepare
for clients. So, for the first time, we’re
featuring AICI FLC member Cindy Ann
Peterson’s first-hand account and photos
of her Fall 2014 Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
adventures. To be honest, I’m a bit envious,
yet thrilled she’s sharing all the details.
The cover subject will surely be met with controversy as we delve into the growing
direct-selling industry, including multi-level marketing. The reactions I’ve heard from
image consultants range from “It provides solutions for clients as well as revenue,” to
“I run the other way!” Concerns about initial investments, income potential, business
ethics, product effectiveness and risk, and losing friends are all common themes
sprawled across the internet. Chris Loney and I take a hard look at the industry’s
attempt to overcome negative perceptions in “Direct Sales Industry Goes For A
Makeover.” Our own members Dawn Stebbing and Yasmin Anderson-Smith share
their direct sales experiences and advice, while Debra Lindquist talks about private
labels as an alternative. I hope the information will help you decide which models and
products, if any, is a smart addition to your business model.
Last, but not least, AICI would like to congratulate Eva Koeck-Eripek on earning her
Certified Image Master designation. She joins nine other members in this highest level
of recognition from her peers. The International Board encourages you to pursue your
certification as part of your professional growth and success in our global community.
Cheers,
Thea Wood
Editor-in-Chief
AICI, FLC
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Style

Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week

The Designers, the Trends, the Experience
By Cindy Ann Peterson, AICI FLC
Giada Curti - Haute Couture of Roma

D

esigners are back in control of their show. It was interesting that last September, award-winning designer Oscar
de la Renta shared with the press his frustration with the “Megashows,” and that he was cutting his guest list to a
maximum of 350 people. He would target an audience with a “legitimate professional purpose to see the clothes up
close and in person.” Adding, “Why have 20 million people with zero connection to the clothes?”
It costs approximately $250,000 to show a collection at fashion week. Buyers, retailers, and fashion editors (those who have
the most direct impact on the designer) should not have to fight to have a seat in the house. Having an exclusive guest list
ensures access for those who really have a purpose.
At this year’s New York Fashion Week, numerous designers apparently shared these sentiments as a number of the events
pulled out of Lincoln Center in favor of smaller, more exclusive shows from Manhattan to Brooklyn. This made it challenging
for those covering these events, as they had to run from Soho to the Meat Packing District to Lower East End, Chelsea Piers,
Milk Studios, The Hudson, etc. Then add the Nor’easter (tundra-like gales and temps) and the real fun began.
As the DC Fashion and Style Editor for a digital newspaper to cover the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week, I experienced the
frustrations of having to get from one venue to another.
Arriving a day early, I picked up my media pass and looked to see where the tents were for the week’s events. The MBFW
website’s event schedule easily downloads, but you need an invitation to attend shows and must contact the design house’s PR
reps. This is shared with your registration with MBFW. Even with a media press pass you still need an invitation to the show.
For those who want to attend fashion week events without a press pass, American Express Concierge services (for Platinum
cardholders only) offers skybox tickets. Contact AMEX at least one month in advance.
If you are unable to attend, don’t fret. Mercedes-Benz streams shows that are managed by IMG Worldwide, so you can
watch in real time.
This year Diane Von Furstenberg celebrates her iconic wrap dress’ 40th anniversary. I was not able to get my ticket
confirmation for the DVF show, so I was unable to join the celebration.
Aside from the shows featured below, I did attend an “Anti-Fashion” fashion event at the Strange Loop Gallery (Lower
Eastside) featuring three artists. It included a clothing swap.
At The Asian Collection, I met super model Janice Dickerson. We saw six design students hailing from Japan, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and South Korea, who competed for a chance to appear at MBFW.
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Other Highlights

Gianni Tolentino of Milano

“Walking the length
of the runway,
Johnson, age 71,
did her signature
cartwheel and splits
right in front of
where I was seated.”

One highlight for me was the
kindness shown by all the great people of
New York, from the cabbies to the hotel
to New York’s police officers who helped
me navigate Lincoln Center’s sleetcovered steps.
I enjoyed making new friendships
with WWD and Oslo’s press team, and
had a great conversation with David
Wolfe, Executive Director of The
Doneger Group.
AICI’s own Catherine Schuller,
AICI CIP hosted the “Runway the Real
Way: Innovative Integration” Brunch.
Showcasing designers Ccuoco, Rated
PG Chic-13, Van Go Karoar, Onoz by
Amelile Maublanc, and Fleaq (Preview of
Andreis’ Clothing Line) at Yotel, NYC.
After the Pamella Roland event I spoke
with photographer/model Nigel Barker.
FTL Moda and Art Hearts: Seven
style shows was the Fashion Week finale.
Each day was an adventure. Can’t
wait until September!

Desigual Report:
Collection makes Fall
Fashion bright and fun
Desigual is a Spanish textile and
fashion company based in Barcelona.
It was founded in 1984 by the Swiss
Thomas Meyer, who wanted to create a
line of affordable clothing that not only
exuded innovation, but also positive
emotions and tolerance.
The Desigual line is characterized by
bright colors and high-contrast knits; in
the true spirit of its motto “La vida es
chula.” As I watched the show, I couldn’t
help thinking back on the works of
Emilio Pucci, whom I’d met during my
college days. For Pucci fans, Desigual may
offer an affordable alternative for fashionforward women around the world.
Read the full Desigual report here.

Venexiana Report: Kati
Stern’s ‘30s-inspired
Opulence
Venexiana was launched by Kati
8 | April 2014 magazine
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Stern in 2003. According to the New
York Magazine’s The Cutt®, Stern’s
designs are “rock-music-influenced”
and “are edgy and adventurous” with
“courtesan-style corsets, leather, fur,
marabou,” etc.… per her signatures.
This is a collection of mostly evening
wear that one might see on the red
carpet or a 21st century wedding. The
soft patterns and colors recall an era of
luxurious fabrics and high society.
For the modern bride who wants
vintage in the modern world, take a look
at Venexiana by Kati Stern for Fall/Winter
2014. A soft lavender, seafoam or ecru
gown might be all the rage for 2014.
Read the full Venexiana report here.

Badgley Mischka:
Impressive fall
collection with
Viennese influence
Just one glimpse at the works of the
Badgley Mischka duo and one cannot
help but come away with the sense of
old Hollywood glamour. A visit to their
website finds James Mischka declaring
“Our style harks back to the glamorous
Hollywood of the Forties.”
Just as the Spring collection found
inspiration in Lartigue’s photographs
of French Riviera women of the 1920’s
and 1930’s, the Fall collection likewise
remains on the continent. Purportedly,
this collection is the result of significant
“Viennese inspiration” in fabrics, color, and
luxury. Just a cursory glance at it readily
reminds the casual observer of Klimt’s
oeuvre. This collection is full of low-relief
brocades, cashmeres, furs, and charmeuse.
Read the full Badgley Mischka report here.

Zang Toi: Fall collection
with ‘30s Shanghai
splendor
One very talented designer whom I
think was completely overlooked was the
Malaysian-born Zang Toi. The House of
Zang Toi was opened in 1989, and his
works are not only featured in magazines
such as Vogue and Vanity Fair, but also

worn by notables such as Sharon Stone,
Elizabeth Taylor and Saudi Princess
Haifa Bandar Al Saud.
Recreating an Art Deco Shanghai
in its most affluent period, Toi creates a
collection of modernized silhouettes of
qipao, socialite jackets, and jewel accessories
that reflect the city’s polyglot glamour. One
could almost envision these grand designs
in the Paramount Hall. Colors chosen
for the celebration of 1930’s Shanghai are
brilliant jade, opium, charcoal, grey and
black. The color jade imparts healing,
gentleness and nourishment, since it is said
that the stone jade protects and supports
loving heart energy.
The black leather and bright jade
sweater combinations are a smart look. A
beautifully executed long-napped mohair
long coat with double-peaked lapels
standing along the neckline and worn
over a green and black zippered sweater
results in a stunning visual.
Read the full Zang Toi report here.

Jenny Packham: Mindful
dressing with Bianca
Jagger’s 1970’s style
The UK-based eponymous Jenny
Packham label launched in 1988. It
has attained global recognition and a
significant following among Hollywood
notables and the Duchess of Cambridge.
Packham specializes in evening and
bridal wear using a contemporary
approach to design and styling.
Appearing on the catwalk were
wide-leg pants worn with simple slip-like
sequined tops, deep V’s, satin slip tops
with jeweled straps, jewel-embellished
crew neckline sweaters, and tuxedo
jackets with elongated shawl collars
draped over the shoulders— not worn.
The combination points directly to
Jagger’s likely influence on this collection.
Colors included cyan, royal blue,
topaz, bluebird blue, rose pink, and soft
caramel. Column gowns with crystal
and jewel embellishments kicked off
the collection and captivated the room
throughout the show. The crowd also

loved the simple halter jumpsuit.
Read the full Jenny Packham report here.

Pamella Roland: An
art deco journey of
elegance
The Pamella Roland Fall collection
finds its art deco inspiration from her
friend and artist T.J. Wilcox.
Models emerged with tresses coiffed
à la Veronica Lake in the peekaboo style;
soft curls pulled to the fullest section for
a simple, sexy look. And seamed hosiery
accompanied every look.
From reversible wool and patent
leather suiting pieces to gossamer
gowns with art deco detailing, to slip
style dresses with peekaboo inserts
and inverted V waist seams and sleeve
detailing abounding throughout, Roland
provided a diverse Fall collection. Several
sheer tops embellished with stonework
resembled a New York City skyline and
reflection of the East River. Roland
paired variations with a leather skirt and
a knife-pleat dress.
The suit ensembles, using a
combination of wool, leather, feather,
sequin and fur, held many great looks,
featuring interchangeable separates in
black, grey, plum and burgundy.
Read the full Pamella Roland report here.

Betsey Johnson: Hot
collection is sexy,
playful and colorful
As usual, Betsey Johnson’s “Betsey’s
Hot” collection is colorful and bright.
If one looks at a box of crayons and
attempts to use every color to create a
strong contrast drawing, then one is
stepping into Betsey Johnson’s world.
Each look has a name: Bambi Burns,
Honey Comb, Charity Case, Lotta
Love, Ginger Snap, Candy Darling, Kiki
Deville, Lady Latex, Kat Atonic, Fantasia
Foxx, Lola Lexus, Mercedes Royce,
Dallas Diamond, Cherry Tart and Scarlet
Scorcher were just a few of the names.
Sparkling lace, sequin dresses, sheer
skirtings, leather, bold neon prints,

animal print jackets, open work sweaters
and signature bright leopard prints are all
in the “Hot” look.
Walking the length of the runway,
Johnson, age 71, did her signature
cartwheel and splits right in front of
where I was seated. The room cheered
and then all the models came on the
runway and joined Johnson and family
all carrying balloons.
Read the full Betsey Johnson report here.
“Remember, Fashion is what comes
down the runway and Style is what we
create with it.” ~ Cindy Ann Peterson
Cindy Ann Peterson is the
AICI International Secretary, AICI
International Philanthropy Chair, Image
Impact International VP Development,
C2C2CImpact and on the III Civility
Council.
Read more at http://www.examiner.com/
dc-in-washington-dc/cindy-ann-peterson
Perspectives by Peterson
www.cindyannpeterson.com
Email: cap@cindyannpeterson.com

Trends from Fashion
Week for Fall 2014:
• Seamed hosiery or gold line
painted on the back of the leg
• Lots of jewel embellishment on
dresses
• Sequins, satin and lace
• Gloves, all lengths, suede
and leather
• Fur hats – Zhivago-style
pillbox hats
• Wool cloche
• Pleated skirts, dresses with
pleated skirts
• Fur wraps in color
• Art Deco
• Navy is the new black
• Off white, pastels, shades of
orchid and burgundy and grey
• 1970’s
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Business

Private Labels
A n M L M A lt e r n at i v e
By Debra Lindquist, MA, AICI CIP

D

ebra Lindquist shares her decision to go with private labels instead
of becoming a marketer for a direct sales company.

My company Color Profile Systems started as a personal color and style
analysis company in 1974. The company began training people in 1977. One
of our Iowa trainees worked with a modeling agency that sold private label
makeup. Her comment was, “I can’t believe how much makeup we sell. You
should sell makeup to your color analysis clients.”
I decided to investigate the concept of private label makeup and made a
trip to New York City to visit many labs that create such products. I educated
myself regarding the available options and chose a variety of colors that I
thought would be salable. My thought was, “You can do this, Debra. Makeup is
color and if you are skilled at picking great colors for people, you can also pick
great colors for makeup.”
We ended up combining a makeup consultation with the color analysis. We
created a “face sheet” listing the products, application tips and prices. Clients
were under no obligation to buy the makeup but could do so if they wanted to
purchase. On many occasions, clients bought all of the recommendations.
We also took “before” and “after” photos so clients could see the makeup’s
effect. One of the more clever things that we did was to create a client record
of their products and purchases. At a later time they could place an order by
phone, and today they can use email. The records help track clients who are
major purchasers of cosmetics.
What is private label makeup? How does it differ from MLM companies
like Mary Kay and Shaklee? A company like Mary Kay controls their
inventory, sets prices, trains consultants, provides marketing materials and
offers a definite structure and support for their sales associates. They provide a
road map for success. For $100 you can get started with Mary Kay.
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When you choose to sell private label makeup, you are on your own. You
establish your cosmetic name and branding. You decide what products and colors
you are going to sell and their prices. You purchase the makeup at wholesale prices.
There is a larger markup possible for your profit. All that the private label company
requires is that you meet minimum order requirements when making purchases.
This amount may be $100 to $200. Some private label companies offer the option of
“custom mix” foundations and lipsticks. You actually mix up the makeup for your
client. If a customer likes what you provide, they are less likely to purchase from
some other source.
If you want to sell private label merchandise but would like additional support,
you can sell under an established image consultant who has developed a private
label makeup line. Your commission will be less. If you choose this route, be certain
that you are very clear as to who “owns” the client, in the case that you would
discontinue the arrangement with your mentor image consultant.
Licensing is an issue in many areas of the world. Technically you should not
touch a client’s skin unless you have a cosmetology or esthetician license. Some
areas have licensing for makeup artists. You can learn to work with clients without
touching them. There are also specific guidelines for keeping sample products clean.
Your Name Cosmetics is a private label company I have used as have other AICI
members. You can see the line at various trade shows held in places like Boston, New
York City, Las Vegas and Florida. Trade shows feature an opportunity to view many
different resources and are particularly valuable when putting makeup lines together.

Decision Time
1.

Do you love makeup yourself and do you love to sell it to others?

2.

How much money are you willing to appropriate for this project?

3.

Are you interested in having some source for makeup for the lowest
dollar amount and for the least time required on your part?

4.

Is exclusivity important to you? Anyone can participate in structured
makeup selling opportunities. What separates you from the ordinary?

Obviously creating makeup lines is more time consuming and risky, but has
the greatest potential for long-term profit and customer loyalty. If you can’t decide
what to do, you might consider combining options. Sell a line like Mary Kay and
in addition offer limited private label options. You might specialize in private label
lipsticks.
You provide additional value to your clients when you provide them with
makeup and skincare products. Product sales enable you to stay connected with
clients and earn additional income through repeat sales.
Debra Lindquist, MA, AICI, CIP, is the innovator and owner of Color Profiles, a
color design system she developed in 1974. Debra combines color, fashion type and
personal style in assisting clients to discover their most authentic looks for all of
the occasions in their lives. She supplies other consultants with color materials and
training. In 2007, she received the “Image Makers Merit of Industry Excellence”
(Immie Award), presented by the AICI to outstanding members.
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Six
Lessons
Learned
From a Former

Multi-Level
Network Marketer
by Yasmin Anderson-Smith, AICI CIP

W

hen it comes to multi-level marketing, a lucrative business experience can be directly linked to understanding key
business lessons before pursuing the opportunity. The most impactful lesson I learned was that marketing and
building relationships are the key to success in today’s competitive global marketplace.

Around the time that I started KYMS Image International
in 2006, I became an independent retailer for the global MLM’s
known as “Artistry” and “Never Accept Ordinary” (NAO)
skincare and cosmetic products. (Both companies are owned by
Alticor Corporation, parent company of Amway.)
NAO featured cosmetics with professional, artist-grade colors,

textures and ultra luxurious formulas. NAO is no longer available
through MLM networks, but Artistry is available globally.
This part-time business allowed me to generate residual income
while growing my image business. The start-up investment is
under $200.00 and 10 to 15 hours typically generated $200 to
500.00 weekly.
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Below are six lessons learned from
my experience as a multi-level network
marketer.

1

Marketing Matters Most

From the beginning, adopt a mindset that marketing
is everything you do that is visible to the public. Create
a marketing plan that identifies your mission, goals, target
audience and distinctly sets you apart from the competition,
particularly where there are others retailing the same product.
This should include your marketing materials, messaging and
branding, both in-person and online. Place your personal stamp
on everything you do.

2

Knowledge is King

There is no way to fully communicate the value of your
product or service without having a thorough knowledge
of what you are marketing. From ingredients to pricing to supply
chain sources, product knowledge arms you with the tools to
satisfy savvy consumers. Not only should you know your own
product but also be familiar with the competition. Use the power
of the Internet to uncover endless product details and customer
reviews.

3

Partnering to Prosper

4

Manage Money Matters

There is power in numbers. Consider teaming up with
another business owner or organization representing a
compatible industry for joint business events such as shows or
demonstrations. This can strengthen your visibility and help you
build a client base. Examples of cosmetic-compatible partnerships
include jewelry, fragrances, nutritionals and skincare.

Like every business, successful network marketing
relies on a well-thought-out budget and financial
planning. Whether it’s your own funds or a borrowed sum, be

prepared to cover the projected cost of participating in your
business. Set realistic goals for income generation and decide
when you wish to reach that milestone and what is required to
make that a reality.

5

Nurture Your Network

6

Giving Back to Grow

Your business is as strong as your networking. In
today’s global marketplace, network marketers must build
and sustain targeted networks through social media and faceto-face relationships. Nurture your network by sharing valuable
content about your business, industry and product offerings that
help your audience solve their problems. Contribute generously
and frequently to your network in ways that enrich the entire
group and reward your loyal customers.

Social responsibility in business is increasingly
becoming the norm in the United States and other
countries. Even small acts of kindness, such as donating time or
products like gift bags or discount coupons to those less fortunate,
can make a difference in recipients’ lives and foster trust and
respect for your business. This elevates your social standing in
the community and builds a positive brand reputation.
Multi-level marketing can be a very lucrative supplement to
your business. Success does not come overnight but instead requires
time, commitment, targeted networking and a financial investment
to achieve your goals. Doing background research on the multi-level
marketing company you wish to pursue, and talking with several
business owners help you prepare for the experience.
Be mindful that consumers buy people, not products, and
staying focused on building relationships is key to building a
successful network marketing business.

Yasmin Anderson-Smith is a certified image professional and personal branding strategist focused on helping business women and
young professionals to stand out with distinction in their personal brand and embrace civility in their conduct and communications.
On the web at www.kymsimage.com.
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Solution
Based,
Passion
Driven
One consultant’s take on MLM business choices

D

awn Stebbing is an AICI FLC member who lives and
works in Minneapolis, MN. As an image consultant,
makeup artist and former hair stylist, she has sold
various multi-level marketing and network sales brands
through the years. Dawn shares her experience and what
she’s learned along the way.
Thea: Which MLM and network sales brands have you represented over the years?
Dawn: I have represented Mary Kay Cosmetics, Arbonne International, Touch Stone
Crystals, Ardyss, and Visalus. I still work with Arbonne Intenational.
Thea: Why did you decide to become involved in these product sales?
Dawn: I tried many different things, thinking they would help me and my business
goals. I had a vision to help others become successful and to help others find solutions
to their problems.
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Thea: How do these products enhance your professional services?
Dawn: I believe Arbonne helps my color analysis services, and when my clients come in with no make-up, I want them to leave
feeling good about themselves and feeling they accomplished something that day. I use the products to teach women that they
don’t have to be afraid of makeup, especially if they find the colors that work best for them.
I also use Arbonne for its benefits. The products are safe and beneficial to the consumer. No animal byproducts, no animal testing,
no artificial dyes or chemicals. I used various products for 11 years before Arbonne and hadn’t found one that knocked my socks
off. I love the integrity of the company, and they stand behind their products. If you have a problem, they will fix it. They care
about the customer. When you find a solution and get visible results, it doesn’t matter the cost.
Thea: How important is recruiting in your personal business goals vs. what the brand expects in the case of MLMs?
Dawn: Recruiting used to be a big thing for me, but it isn’t anymore. I can still be a part of the company without having to build
a second business on top of it. I like the fact that I can introduce my clients to this product without having to sell them on a
business. Yes, people may be looking for an opportunity. Yes, I do keep my ears and eyes open all the time.
Thea: What can an image consultant do to market products without scaring away their clients or friends?
Dawn: Be authentic about it. Just share with them. Share your passion, but don’t spew all over them. Listen to their pain. Are
they looking for ways to make more money? Do they need a change? Do they like people? Do they love the product? All of these
components build a good business. If it is your dream and goal to market your products, then do that and don’t try to cover it up
with your other business. You have to find your passion and run with it. My passion got much bigger than I expected. I lead with
my image consulting business first before the other.
Thea: Financially speaking, what was the toughest lesson you learned?
Dawn: It takes time to build a business, it doesn’t happen overnight. When you are in a business like this, the most important
lesson I learned was products help build a business, but acquiring customers is what makes your business grow. Each business
has a system, follow the system and don’t reinvent the wheel. I spent so much time and money on following people who want to
reinvent the wheel when the system is already in place.

For example, if your system says “Lead with the business,” then do that.
Then go to the next steps: The Product > Close >Follow-up > Repeat
That may not be everyone’s system and it may not be in that order, but the business aspect of an MLM is to build a team. Be
authentic, have integrity and share from your heart. People will see that you care, and you’re not just selling them a product.

If you don’t have
passion,
it is hard to get to
your dream.
16 | April 2014 magazine

Proud to be AICI

AICI wants to help you build credibility and professional community. Watch your email for announcements about the new
“Proud to be AICI” and a great series of 10 banners you can place on all your marketing materials, social media and websites.
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Top 10

DIRECT
SALES
INDUSTRY

list

worldwide
1. Amway
2. Avon
3. Herbalife
4. Vorwerk

GOES FOR A MAKEOVER

5. Natura

by Chris Loney and Thea Wood, AICI, FLC

7. Tupperware

6. Mary Kay

8. Nu Skin
9. Oriflame
10. Belcorp

D

o you hear that? It’s the people coming with their pitch
forks and torches chasing the MLM monsters out of town.
This can be the negative mindset people think of when they
hear about Multi-level Marketing (MLM) or other Direct Selling
companies.
The reality is any type of business has its pros and cons. The
Direct Sales industry is making a concerted effort to change
the perception of poor ethics and low-quality products through
innovation, transparency, new marketing strategies, and high profile
celebrity/professional endorsements.

DIRECT SELLER VS. MLM EXPLAINED
What is the difference between a MLM & Direct Seller?
Direct selling is the marketing and selling of products directly
to consumers away from a fixed retail location. There are several
methods of distribution and compensation for a direct sales
company including a MLM model. MLM sales consultants generate
income from their own product sales as well as a percentage of their
“downline” (sales stemming from consultants they’ve recruited and
anyone under them). An MLM model encourages building a sales
force as a way to increase an individual’s revenue.
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Source: Direct Selling News®

REPAIRING A BAD REPUTATION
It is ironic that MLM and Direct Sales companies have
a bad reputation when they generated over $150 billion
in 2012 with over 91 million direct sales consultants
worldwide, according to Direct Selling News. So why the
bad rep? The industry is actively addressing the top issues.
If you research MLM business models, a common
argument against it is the similarity to a pyramid scheme,
which is illegal in many countries. However, selling a tangible
product excludes MLM’s from the pyramid definition, which
is why they are sustainable and legal business models.
MLM’s may offer training that encourages consultants
to use deceptive or “bait and switch” marketing methods.
A salesperson may leave a message on your voicemail
stating he has questions about your services. When
you return the call, he starts his sales pitch. The Direct
Selling Association’s member companies agree to abide
by ethics geared toward open and upfront communication
to consumers and offer a method for filing complaints
if they are violated. See The Code and Consumers.
The DSA has been around since 1910 establishing
codes of conduct and addressing regulatory issues for
direct selling companies. Education and code of ethics are
top priorities, but companies have to voluntarily become
association members. The Bureau of Consumer Protection
offers additional strategies for minimizing risk.
“Cult-like” is a term used frequently to describe
MLM mentorships, incentives, training and
infrastructure. Again, professional associations like
DSA are enforcing ethical conduct and transparency
between companies and their salespersons.
The internet and social media have lowered the risk
of relationship exploitation as sellers can reach a much
broader audience than 20 years ago. Entrepreneur.
com offers strategies for using these tools.
The Bureau of Consumer protection states that there
are some companies with products that are “overpriced,
have questionable merits, or are downright unsafe to
use.” Products developed by the owners who are trained
professionals are taking on that claim. For example,
Roden + Fields skincare products are developed by
two MD’s in dermatology and trained nurses are on
staff to answer questions. They list their product
ingredients online and offer a 60-day
return policy for a full refund.

Tweet if you “like us”
Social media has been a huge frenzy for any
business. It gives the ability to establish likeability,
showcase new products, display product results and
bring personality to each consultant no matter which
business. Social media allows accessibility and an intimate
interaction making their consumer’s feel they have
direct access to a business that may be inaccessible.
Direct sellers thrive on word-by-mouth and social media
amplifies a consumer’s opinion. If you love or hate a product,
social media gives the consumer a powerful voice to be either
an advocate or protestor.
Arbonne has 170,000 Facebook followers. On their
Facebook page, they talk about trips and post pictures. They
promote top-performing products and spotlight outstanding
women in leadership. They cultivate a warm and inviting
community, while informing followers about products.
Adapting market strategies to short concise posts to
showcase your product certain seems to successful strategies.
Consumers are very visual and it helps to see how the new
spring necklace paired with a cute dress is a great purchase.
Stella & Dot have 40,000 Twitter followers, 30,000 Pinterest
followers and a whopping 358,000 Facebook fans shows that
social media can definitely expand markets. From Fashion
Friday clothing boards to Inspirational Thought Sunday,
Stella & Dot has created a community that makes you feel
like you’re friends versus a company and a consumer.
continued on page 20
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EVOLUTION IS KEY
We have mentioned how MLM & Direct Sale companies
are expanding their reach and defining their brands thanks
to technology.
J. Hilburn ran into a road block when it tried to expand its
business to e-commerce in 2010. It needed investors in order
to incorporate online sales, though many felt it was going to
take away from their number one revenue source: their style
advisors. The MLM model caused hesitation in investors, but J.
Hilburn found a formula to invite new customers to try their
brand and still support its style advisors. Battery Ventures
believes in the model enough to invest over $7 million, and
Bridgescale Partners another $5 million.

Mary Kay tried a new strategy by teaming up
with Project Runway All Stars Season 3 as
their exclusive makeup line.
This tactic successful because it:
• Re-enforced brand credibility
• Introduced the brand to a younger audience.
• Demonstrated the product’s performance
• Associated the brand with other recognized
industry leaders.
These new marketing strategies may turn the tide for
the direct sales industry’s reputation. They may also set a
precedent for traditional brands looking for revenue streams
aside from brick and mortar retail, which is now considered a
saturated market.
For more information about the global direct sales industry,
visit World Federation of Direct Selling Associations.

Consumers are very visual and it helps to
see how the new spring necklace paired
with a cute dress is a great purchase.
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Fashion-Related
Direct Sales Companies
by Grant Harris

Are you considering selling fashion-related products as part of your business model? Below are direct
sales companies and their vital statistics that will give you an idea of the time and capital commitment
required to get started.
1. Name:

Trumaker
2. Product: Menswear/Shirting
3. Initial capital investment: Unlisted
4. Commission per sale: Unlisted
5. https://www.trumaker.com
The company requires that you submit a resume
before 3 and 4 are mentioned.

1. Name:

Jewels by Park Lane
2. Product: Jewelry
3. Initial capital investment: $39
4. Commission per sale: Up to 30%,
higher after meeting sales quotas
5. http://parklanejewelry.com
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1. Name:

Guy and Eva
2. Product: Jewelry
3. Initial capital investment: $149
4. Commission per sale: 30%
5. http://www.guyandeva.com

1. Name:

J Hilburn
2. Product: Menswear
3. Initial capital investment: $49
4. Commission per sale: 10-30%
5. http://www.jhilburn.com

1. Name:

ModBe Clothing
2. Product: Womenswear
3. Initial capital investment: $249
4. Commission per sale: 15%
5. https://www.modbeclothing.com
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UK-Based
MLM Companies
By Gail Morgan

UK-Based MLM Companies

Name

ARK Skincare

Kettlewell Colours

Botti Shirts
of London

Product Type

Skincare

Ladies’ clothing

Men’s made-to-measure
shirts

Initial Capital
Investment

£149 for a comprehensive set
of products (retail value £430)

£250 - £300

£199 includes training
and samples

Commission per sale

25% – 40%

25%

20% + other incentives

Website

www.arkskincare.com

www.kettlewellcolours.co.uk

www.botti.co.uk
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Communication

Fashion
Week
Etiquette
&

Survival

Tips

by Cindy Ann Peterson, AICI FLC
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It may get hectic during Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week but one way to insure your
best experience is to remember to be civil.
An act of kindness can go a long way and
will be remembered.
Common courtesies sometimes fall to the wayside when people are in a hurry and
not on their best behavior. This doesn’t mean we can’t have fun, just be sure it is not
at someone else’s expense.
Vogue Magazine compiled a practical guide on how to “Navigate The
Front Row & Beyond” so you look like a gracious and experienced guest.
http://m.vogue.com/culture/article/modern-manners-fashion-week-etiquette/
Read “The 25 Rules of Considerate Conduct” as outlined by Dr. P.M. Forni in his
book Choosing Civility to develop daily manners above and beyond Fashion Week.

Communication

May is Global Civility
Awareness Month
Inspire, Involve and Impact with Civility Within Campuses, Corporations and Communities
By Cindy Ann Peterson, AICI FLC and the III Civility Council

E

very aspect of human relationships begins with
communication, which is inextricably linked to civility.
Why? Because without civility, there is no respect for
others’ opinions, and without that respect, social discourse
simply cannot exist. The consequence of this, then, is a lack of
understanding, fear, and the breakdown of trust.
Civility does not mean you agree with everything you hear.
One can disagree, even strenuously, and still be civil. It means
that one takes the time to reframe issues to understand them
from other people’s perspective. From there, both parties are
willing to work toward a negotiated solution, with mutual trust
as the cornerstone of that relationship.

We are thrilled to announce amazing
news of Social Media Civility messages
that have gone viral, beginning with:
Civility Begins with Me
Civility is Stylish and Kindness is Fashionable
Civility – The Joy of Sharing & Respecting Our Unique
Experiences
And during 2014 the Image Impact International Civility
Council has created two new sets of Civility quotes: one for the
Campus and one for Corporate Civility Leadership. So watch
for these Civility messages to be shared during each day during
May to bring the civility conversation to the front and effect
positive change around the globe.
As business leaders, we are obligated to help our clients achieve
their goals and objectives. One way we can do this is helping
them gain an appreciation for the critical importance civility plays
in communications. Without the ability to communicate and
exchange ideas with civility, our clients cannot succeed
What will YOU do each day during May to make a
difference? An easy way to start is to look at Dr. Forni’s Choosing
Civility: The Twenty-five Rules of Considerate Conduct and
pick one rule each a day to make part of your mantra. It takes 21
days to make something a habit. Let’s inspire civility action and
training around the globe in May and every day.

It’s Official! Chase’s
Calendar of Events is
now recognizing Image
Impact International as the
official sponsor of May’s
“Global Civility Awareness
Month.”, a month of
inspiration, innovation and
impact. Chase’s Calendar is
the “go-to source” for media,
corporate and community
groups to find causes worthy
of their support or promotion
in the press.
As the proud sponsor of
Global Civility Awareness
Month, Image Impact
International invites everyone
to participate. AICI birthed and
nurtured this fine initiative and
now Image Impact International
has made Inspire, involve and impact with Civility part of our
mission. We are advancing a message of global civility awareness,
bringing civility leaders together to build partnerships with
campuses, corporations, and communities, and setting the highest
standards for civility programs.
Our III Civility Council and Civility Youniversity™
training for our signature philanthropic project, Campus 2
Corporate 2 Community are just some of the exciting ways
to champion civility within Image Impact International. We
invite AICI members to participate in our global philanthropic
community. Contact Cindy Ann Peterson, III VP Development
at cap@cindyannpeterson.com and www.imageimpact.org.
today! Inspiration, innovation, and impact will enable us to
continue the civility mission that began with AICI. Image
Impact International is a global nonprofit whose philanthropic
program Campus 2 Corporate 2 Community Impact focuses on
career readiness, civility and disability. Find out more.
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My Way to Becoming
a Certified Image Master (CIM)
By Eva Koeck-Eripek, AICI CIM

Honolulu, May
20th 2012: The AICI
Conference Gala
That this night would also be
a highlight in my professional life I didn’t know. I was honored
with the IMMIE AWARD (Image Makers Merit of Industry
Excellence) for Inspiration and was very proud to be honored
in such a way.
Encouraged by this experience I was determined to go for
my Certified Image Master.

San Francisco, February 7th 2014:
CIM Panel Review
After submitting my application and the evaluation of
my CIM binders, I traveled to the San Francisco Bay Area
Chapter’s Education Days for my CIM Panel Interview. I passed
my interview — what an amazing feeling and what an honor.
Now I would like to share my success story with all
AICI members so you will be encouraged to go for an AICI
certification as well.
I was always interested in working for and with people.
Next to my day job as an educator, I started my makeup artist
career in 1988. After that, I had training in color, fashion and
image. I founded my first company in 1996.
The main aspect was and still is the consultancy of people
and businesses in reference to image and corporate design. In
Austria, I am THE image consultant and expert on fashion. My

own TV show broadcasts once a week and has done so for the
past 12 years. Some of my clients are important people in the
field of politics, economics and media.
Now, I have two companies (Image Institut and Image
Product), which are led by me and supported by my employees.
In 2000, I created an education program for color,style and
image consultants in Austria. We have trained over 460 people.
In 2001, I became a member of AICI, because my wish was to
be part of an international network and expand my point of
view. And I found all of that in AICI.
In 2003, a colleague and I founded the AICI chapter in
Austria, of which I am the president. The biggest success
was the initiation of the first and second conferences in the
German-speaking region. I often organize seminars for AICI
colleagues throughout the world. I want them to bring their
knowledge to Vienna and German-speaking image consultants.
Next to expanding my work area, I also created working
materials for color, style and image consultants. My company,
Image Product (www.imageproduct.com), offers 46 different
products in German, English and Spanish.
The semi-annual international conference is a “must do”
every year because you should never stop learning. At the
exhibition, I always find new ideas and also like to present my
ideas. But most importantly, the conference is a place to meet
people and build friendships.
My future vision is the international linking of our
experiences and cultures and making people aware of their
visual communication. This is what I stand for!

Diana Olson Says “HelloRoss!”
AICI’s own Diana Olson of Image &
Etiquette Institute of Los Angeles took center
stage with Ross Matthews, host of American
pop culture reality show HelloRoss! Ross
brought his guest students for some charm
school tips from Diana, who said of the
experience “Pop culture is the mainstream
that will say and do most anything without
boundaries. I knew little about this culture
until I prepared for the show. Prepare to be
shocked, as I was...”
Watch Diana and the challenges she attempts to overcome as she “charm schools” these celebs.
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Executive Presence System

Licensee Program
The Gold Standard
for Corporate Training

Image Consultants:
Become an Executive Presence Licensee
and open doors to Fortune 500 companies.
Start earning profits in a matter of weeks.
For many years Diane Craig, acclaimed for her
Executive Presence Training System, has
been successfully coaching key employees
and leaders – from new recruits to C-suite
executives. Her remarkable system combines
leadership, communication and engagement
expertise in a powerful mix that leads to
continuous upward mobility.

Act now!

The core of Diane’s system is her conviction;
“Executive Presence is neither exclusive nor
elusive. It can be learned.”TM

Don’t miss out. Take the next step and start
your career-changing journey today.

Now, Diane Craig offers you the opportunity
to become an exclusive Executive Presence
System Licensee. If you’ve always dreamed of
acquiring the skills and strategies to become a
high-flyer in the profitable corporate world then
Diane’s system is for you.

“

This is a limited opportunity.

To ensure Licensees have exclusive rights within
North American and international territories, we
cap the number of candidates. This means that
the offer to become an Executive Presence
System Licensee is a limited opportunity.

Click here for more details
Email: dcraig@corporateclassinc.com
Call Diane direct: 1-416-967-1221 Ext: 101

I coach and guide you on a one-to-one basis.

From start to finish, I walk you through proven
strategies and formulas to ensure you master the
confidence and skills to become an authoritative,

”

successful Executive Presence Licensee.

Diane Craig

President & Founder
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Ce rtified Image Master
R is in g to t he To p

“A
Caption: (left to right)
CIM Panel Interviewers at the Westin San
Francisco Airport Hotel: Helena Chenn,
AICI CIM, Marion Gellatly, AICI CIM, and
Anna Wildermuth, AICI CIM support AICI
Certification as CIM Panel Interviewers.
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pplications for the CIM are few and far between,” reveals Delby Bragais,
AICI CIP and VP of Certification.
As of March 2014, only 10 active members have a CIM designation − the
highest certification level available through AICI. Applicants must meet a number
of professional requirements in order to qualify for the CIM, including holding
the Certified Image Professional designation for a four-year minimum. A full list
of requirements is on the AICI web site.
For applicants who make the cut for the Binder Review, there is a second step
− the Panel Interview. The panel is made up of three CIMs who meet in person
with the candidate to answer questions about his/her contribution to the image
consulting industry.

As of March
2014, only
10 active
members
have a CIM
designation
− the highest
certification
level available
through AICI.

“Previously, AICI held the CIM Panel Interview during the Annual
Conference. This was mainly because most of the CIMs, including the
applicant, would most likely be at the AICI Conference. It made sense, it
was cost efficient for all,” stated Bragais.
The move to a biannual Conference presented a challenge for timely
certification approval, as the next annual conference isn’t until 2015.
Without the second part of the CIM application process, the applicant would
not be able to achieve CIM certification.
Bragais summed up the challenge she was faced with: “How do you get
an applicant from Europe plus three CIMs together at the same time and
place? What about the venue? Where was the budget going to come from?
How do I oversee the whole process when I am based in the Philippines... in
another part of the world?

“For me, who was tasked to manage
the whole process, this was all about
creativity, possibility, and serendipity.”
Bragais reached out to the San Francisco Bay Area Chapter, which
usually holds a conference in January or February. Fortunately, SFBA has
three CIM’s who were attending the conference and agreed to be on the
review panel. Koeck was happy to fly from Austria to San Francisco with
her daughter acting as her translator. With Bragais attending “from the
Phillipines, all the required components fell into place.
“Eva passed the CIM Panel Interview with flying colors. There were
cocktails that evening hosted by the SFBA Chapter where our new CIM
was recognized and AICI President Jane Seaman honored our three [SFBA]
CIMs by awarding them a Certificate of Appreciation,” Bragais summarizes.

certified image
masters
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Upcoming Events
Click here for a list of teleclasses and webinars

April 3 - 5

AICI France’s Chapter Conference
Keynote Speakers: Riet de Vlieger “Total Communication”; Elizabeth Kaempffer “Seniors,
an Interesting & Growing Market”; Catherine Duhalde “Image Consultancy in Oncology”;
Maritza Desjonqueres Anazco “Working With Adolescents: Self Image & Positive
Communication”; Janneke Wolting “Choosing Earrings Related to Facial Morphology”
Price: Click here for various event prices
Place: 6 rue Beauregard – 75002 Paris, Métro: Bonne nouvelle
RSVP: info@aicifrance.org

April 12

AICI New England Education Day
Keynote Speaker: Jackie Ramirez “The Emotionally Intelligent Leader Workshop”
Price: Members: $149, Non-members $250
Place: Wylie Center at Endicott College (295 Hale Street)
RSVP: Click here to register
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April 26, 8AM to 4PM

AICI Washington DC Metro Chapter’s
Education Day
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Jennifer Baumgartner, “You Are What You Wear: What Your Clothes
Say About You”
Price: $179 members/$229 non-members; at the door $199 members/$249 non-members
Place: Waterford at Fair Oaks, 12025 Lee Jackson Hwy, Fairfax, VA
RSVP: aiciwdc@gmail.com

April 24 - 26

AICI Philippine Chapter’s Education
Event
Keynote Speaker: Karen Brunger, “Level Up Your Image Consulting Business”
Price: Starting at Php 7,500
Place: TBD (Makati City, Philippines)
RSVP: aiciphilippines@gmail.com

May 1

AICI South Central Chapter’s
education event is combined with
Austin Fashion Week.
Keynote Speaker: Thea Wood, “Become The Authority”
Price: $65 members, $85 non-members
Place: TBD
RSVP: jean@panacheimages.com

May 17

AICI Chicago Chapter Education Day
Keynote Speaker: Sarah Hathorn “Brand and Marketing Breakthroughs”
Price: $125 until 4/14; $150 at the door
Place: Techney Towers Conference & Retreat Center (2001 Waukegan Rd.)
RSVP: Click here to register
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日本呼び出し

(Japan
Calling)
AICI hit a true milestone on January 30, 2014 with the successful
completion of its first international teleclass in Japanese.

A

fter two years of planning and testing, an international team of AICI volunteers and support
from Ewald Consulting made the dream a reality. Thanks to Voice Over Internet Protocol
(VoIP), all members can now call into any teleclass without a dial-in fee.
“The 30-plus Japanese members thoroughly enjoyed the teleclass for the first time, and got
excited and inspired by AICI’s unique educational program,” said class speaker Hitomi K. Ohmori,
AICI CIM. “It was a first-time experience after 24 years at AICI, and I’m so happy to feel
brand new.”

AICI would like to thank a number of members who directly
contributed to the success of this new and growing program.
Jane Seaman, AICI CIP, President of
International Board

Keiko Nagoa, AICI FLC
President of AICI Tokyo Chapter

Hitomi K. Ohmori, AICI CIM
Class speaker and former VP Education
International Board

Carolina Bejar, AICI CIP
Chair of AICI Teleclass Committee

Christina Ong, AICI CIM
VP of Education International Board
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Coca Sevilla, AICI FLC
VP Communications International Board
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Atlanta Sparks
the Fire Inside
by Donna Whitmore

The Atlanta Chapter’s education weekend was
full of valuable information, starting with Lynne
Marks, AICI CIM on Friday evening, with a two-hour
presentation titled “Be the Flame that Lights Your
Fire: From Inspiration to Creation.”  Lynne described
how communication can be thought of in a way which
promotes positivity. She encouraged members to find
what inspires them and use that to walk a positive
path in both our business and personal lives.

O

n Saturday, Sarah Hathorn, AICI CIP and owner of Illustra Consulting,
presented “Money Mastery: Secrets to Attracting Clients and Profits.” She
gave a full day of instruction on predicting annual revenue, goal planning,
identifying your business growth level, exploring instant money-making strategies,
and best practices for converting prospects into clients.
Our Saturday session closed with an Expert Panel discussion that included topics
on blogging, color, social media, body language and speaker sheets. A big “thank
you” goes out to our panel, including Abigail Politzer, Shauna Mackenzie, Beth
Bores, Karen Hughes and Dr. Lisa Richardson.
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FASHION NOW
MEN’S EDITION
Mexico City Chapter

O

n February 20, 2014, the third edition
of FASHION NOW was held. FASHION
NOW is the education day for the
Mexico City Chapter of AICI. The event
aims to incorporate topics related to image
consulting, so that the people who practice it
can enrich their professional skills.

This year’s theme was “360 Degrees of Man” devoted to
men’s image. Mexico City Chapter Vice President Mónica Bravo
Berentsen was responsible for coordinating this event attended
by more than 100 image and fashion professionals from different
cities in Mexico.
The conference took place in the Cinemex movie theater at the
exclusive Antara Fashion Hall mall, and in the evening there was a
personal shopper tour consisting of several short workshops.
The first talk, “The Image of the Modern Man,” was led by
the AICI Mexico City Chapter President, Hildeberto Martínez,
AICI FLC. He discussed style, values and limiting beliefs with an
emphasis on the myths and realities of the modern man’s image.
The second presentation, “Rules of the Power Suit,” was led
by image consultant Víctor Vázquez Mézquita. He addressed nonverbal communication as it applies to clothing in the workplace.
Victor also discussed “benchmarking” different prices and qualities
of suits available in Mexican boutiques, ranging from $75 dollars
($999 pesos) to $1,890 dollars. ($250,000 pesos).
Jorge Moreno Rejón, former president of the AICI Mexico
City Chapter, led the program “Style for the Trendy Man,”
explaining that a trendsetter is known to break the rules of dress
in a bold and intelligent way.
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Next came Shalim German Tomasichi’s “Be a Gentleman” presentation, in which he shared his expertise in fitting, styling and
trends. He also provided tips for achieving the “expressatura” style— contrasting colors and lines in a carefree manner.

The event continued through the afternoon in the Antara boutiques, with the following workshops:
Hackett: Spring and summer 2014 trends and sartorial art.
Kiehl’s: Grooming for the gentleman.
Pink: Shirts workshop; collars and sleeves.
Lab: Trends and dress etiquette.
Brooks Brothers: Tying knots and folding pocket handkerchiefs.
Image industry professionals and students from various schools and universities attended, representing:
UNICO and Cecy Chalita Escuela de Gran Clase (Guadalajara)
Centro de Estudios Gestalt (Cancún and Veracruz)
Universidad Valle Continental (DCGI Mexico City and Monterrey)
IUFIM LIEC (Metepec, Estado de México)
Trozmer (Puebla)

AICI Mexico City affirms its commitment to the education and development of its members as well as the public in general,
promoting the image consulting profession in Mexico and Latin America.
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SFBA
Chapter
Puts the “I”
in Image
By Adena DiTonno and Carrie LaShell, AICI FLC
The AICI San Francisco Bay Area Chapter held their
annual Education Conference on February 7–9, and
the nearly 50 attendees enjoyed a weekend of sharing,
socializing and learning. Attendees came from as far away
as Austria and the East Coast of the U.S.
Thank you to all who came, including presenter
Sue Donnelly, AICI CIP. Sue taught two classes which
were both a hit: “Grown Up Style” and “Putting the I in
Image.” We also had very interesting sessions with
Susan Schwartz (“Fashioning your Personal Brand”)
and “Talking Textiles” with Barbara Beccio.

The AICI San
Francisco Bay Area
Chapter held their
annual Education
Conference on
February 7–9
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Advertise Your
Products & Services

in AICI Global Magazine!
Reach thousands of AICI members and other industry
professionals worldwide and boost your earning potential.
Our readers are looking for:
Color Systems
Body Styling Training
Industry-Related Books & Magazines
Multi-level and Network Marketing Opportunities
Business Tools
Continuing Education Units for AICI certification
Health and Beauty Products
Professional Development Workshops & Webinars
Hotel & Travel Services
Website Design and Support
Career Coaches
Sales Tools
Clothing & Accessories
Contact Imogen Lamport at imogen@aopi.com.au for current ad rates and deadlines.
Next issue: July 2014
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